Through the course of recent years, my interest in Ancient Arabia has brought me into contact not only with many interesting people of the present day, but also with quite a series of ancient inscriptions from all these ancient Kingdoms. So, it is a very special pleasure here to share with my good friend Prof. Abdel Moneim (and all our readers) two texts from ancient proto-Ma'in and from Qataban, both previously unpublished.
Figure (1), a Libation-table from ancient Haram, in the later Kingdom of Ma'in. This piece (UPC 117 in my reference files) is a rectangular (possibly alabaster) libation-table, height 19 cm (7.5"), length 38.9 cm (15.3"), width c. 28 cm (c. 11.25"). The rear is rough and without decoration; hence, in its original setting, this piece was positioned against a wall. A bull-head so heavily stylized as to be almost an abstract sculpture project from the upper front. Flanking this, and along both sides, the upper two-thirds of its vertical surface bears a décor of four incised horizontal strips over a row of rectangular denticles, all placed in turn above three additional strips and a second row of such denticles. On each side, a pair of vertical incised lines cuts these panels into three equal lots (two equal lots flank the front head). All round the right side, front and left side, from right to left, runs a well-engraved text along the bottom third of the block, which reads thus: The deity to whom this monument is dedicated was based in the city (and city-State) of Haram, in the later land and Kingdom of Ma'in, lying north of Saba (Sheba) in Yemen, and is invoked on numerous monuments found at Haram (now the ruins of Kharibat Hamdan/Al-Ali ( 
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Then attempt to render it thus:
(1) Sayhum Barnatum, and Dhu-nayatum, has dedicated (to the gods) Hawkum and (2) [A] nbay(?) and (to) the gods of this house Shib c an, this statue. And he has dedicated (it also? to) (3) [A]nbay according as he promised to Hawkum and his gods previously, (4) [this?] by reason of the orders that he undertook, and (in return) for the well-being of his (5) sons: Yashrah-il, and Thawb, and Shikar-il, and Akhlus. He has entrusted (to) (6) Hawkum and his gods his household(?) and his sons: Yashra (7) h-il, and Thawb and Shikar-il and Akhlus, and their sons, ..
. (8) (most of this line is too disjointed in readings at present to make sense without direct collation).
Of all the family names given here, by far the rarest and most remarkable is the seeming surname of Sayhum, author of this piece: Barnatum. 6 
